Imagine Unlimited Nail Fashions in Seconds

The ImageNail Corp recently announced the ImageNail Nail Fashion Printer. This ink jet laser printer has five patents and can apply over 16 million colors and virtually unlimited nail fashions to your natural or artificial nails in seconds.

ImageNail’s mission is to develop innovative products that create beautiful nails. The first of these is the ImageNail Nail Fashion Printer. Thousands of images are stored in the system through a special computer. Digital photographs, personal art work, conservative images, holiday or French manicure designs are quick and simple to do. Nail fashions may be enhanced with rhinestones, glitter or other artistic embellishments—just use your imagination.

With the Nail Fashion Printer you match designer clothing and accessories with different colors and patterns by using an optional scanner or you can print photographs directly onto the nails. You can let holiday attire dress your nails with Santa snowshoes or cupid or apply company, school, sports logos or even your favorite celebrity. You could create an array of French Manicure designs. You can even add your own art by plugging in a digital camera and print photos directly your clients nails immediately such as a new baby vacation pictures.... etc. For more information on ImageNail call 877-544-4250 or visit www.imagenail.com

Permanent Hair Extensions without the Heat!

In the ever-evolving world of hairstyling hair extensions are becoming a frequent request at salons nationwide. The latest developments in the hair extension market is led by SoCap USA Hair Extensions. This Italian based company is bringing new technology and extension services to America and has pioneered an entirely new way to bond hair extensions to the existing hair Cold Fusion is SoCap USA’s innovative bonding technology utilizing ultrasound waves that are transformed into mechanical energy. The vibration caused by the ultrasound energy is directed only to the area where the 100% human hair of the extension meets the client’s natural hair. This vibration crystallizes the bond, forming a strong, invisible and long-lasting hold. The process occurs without using any heat which can cause damage to the hair or a weaker bond. Cold Fusion technology allows hair extensions to be bonded much closer to the scalp than when using traditional heated extension equipment, resulting in a less visible bond.

This new technology will make professional salon hair extensions available to a wider audience, in a variety of different applications. For more information about SoCap USA Hair Extensions, Cold Fusion technology or becoming a SoCap Salon, call 877-855-6147 or go to www.SocapUSA.com

New LaserComb Introduced to Help Hair Growth

The HairMax LaserComb is a handheld device that uses a low level (cold) laser to improve hair condition and increase the thickness of your hair naturally. Not only does it increase hair shine, bounce and manageability, it may also reduce dandruff and scalp itch. It is an easy-to-use-in-salon or at-home treatment that takes only 7 minutes once or twice a week for optimum results. It has an attractive, ergonomic design and high-tech feel, and comes in a designer-quality leather case.

The patented HairMax LaserComb is designed to minimize the internationally established technology of laser hair care. So now you can bring effective hair care technology into the salon - at a fraction of the cost charged by hair salons.

Many long-term clinical research programs at international laser institutes have shown that bio-stimulation with cold-laser, low-level laser gives numerous positive effects to the skin and hair. The LaserComb brushes your hair roots with a nourishing light that is designed to energize hair. For more information call 1-866-527-3724 or visit www.hairmax.com

Clean + Easy Introduces New Products for Professionals

Clean + Easy introduced several new products as additions to their complete line of professional waxing products including roll-on systems, post waxing systems and treatments. The new equipment includes:

- Digital Paraffin Spa With Steel bowl is a state-of-the-art, digitally controlled paraffin wax that melts hard paraffin in 1 1/2 hours and features a “stand-by” overnight mode, which allows you to re-heat wax and service your client in just 30 minutes.
- Euro Waxing Spa roll-on waxing spa that features dual digital temperature control allowing excellent waxes for both cold waxing and warm waxing for body service. The “quick-dry” feature is 50 percent faster than other waxes. This is offered in two kits — the Full Service Kit and the Basic Spa Kit — that accommodate both the Euro Wax and Original formula waxes.

Clean + Easy is a division of American International Industries, manufacturer and worldwide distributor of beauty and skin care products for men and women. For full information about the new products call American International Industries at 1-800-623-1985 or www.aliabeauty.com

InfraShine Ceramic Irons — Always hot, Always Ready

InfraShine is designed for professional hair artists and is tested in salons to give hairstylists the results they want. Each InfraShine styling tool uses infrared radiant heat from the ceramic core layered heating elements to maintain and lock in the hair’s natural shine. It’s safe for all types of hair, even dyed or damaged or frizzy hair.

- Designed exclusively for the professional user, InfraShine’s performance iron, or Red Irons feature variable setting heats in seconds and produce evenly controlled heat with no cold spots. They let salon professionals straighten, crimp, flip and curl hair gently; with more shine and less thermal damage. The sleek and high tech chrome look beaks the Red Line model’s “must have” for all salon professionals. For more information on ICA or the InfraShine™ line call 1-800-865-9576 or visit www.infashine.com

New Electric File — Spa and Table Models

KUPA Inc., introduced the latest generation of KUPA exclusive electric files that are built into manicuring tables and spa units for convenience. This new generation of electric files has 30,000 RPMs, new electronic touch controls, illuminated speed controls, KUPA ultra-light, thinner hand piece and a one year warranty.

The electric file control box comes with a template that enables the installer to cut the table or spa perfectly and insert the control box so the machine is flush to the surface. Sealed and water resistant it can be easily removed for maintenance, KUPA Inc. offers a full line of electric files and enhancement products designed by Vicki Peters, available for the professional nail technician, educational seminars and electric file certification. For more information on KUPA Inc., Vicki Peters Signature Series or the educational program go to the website www.kupainc.com or call 1-800-994-5872.

It’s Show Time!

Show advertising is one of the most effective types of advertising in our paper.

WANT PROOF? Here’s what one advertiser has to say:

“A promotion plan that doesn’t include Stylist Publications in California is ‘incomplete’. Stylist’s publications are always on our buy list because of their grassroots acceptance and news timeliness for the CA and NW professional salon community. Stylist news hits the streets a month earlier (at least) than the major magazines, gets read as a primary source of ‘local’ California Industry news, offers a `local’ perspective and importantly...a `fast’ read.” During the SuperSocks Cosmetology Instructor Advisory Council meetings we host on behalf of SuperSocks of Los Angeles each year, we ask dozens of participants which publications they most always read. Stylist is the first out of the vast majority of books along with one or two other of the major magazines.”

Karin Irving
Esche & Alexander Public Relations
www.beauty-pro.com

For more information on how the Stylist can help make your show successful, call Joie at:

888-297-7010